I recommend that our library subscribe to the following electronic resource:

**The Johns Hopkins Guide to Literary Theory and Criticism**

**Editors:** Michael Groden, *University of Western Ontario*; Martin Kreiswirth, *McGill University*; and Imre Szeman, *University of Alberta.*

*Electronic delivery only.*


**Important uses of The Johns Hopkins Guide to Literary Theory and Criticism would include:**

- **REFERENCE:** For current research articles as I find them through citations in related journals or books.
- **STUDENT READING:** I plan to scan the contents of new articles regularly to add to my students’ reading lists.
- **PUBLICATION OUTLET:** My current research requires a publication outlet in this area. I need this online resource to keep up to date with its editorial direction and interests.
- **PREDICTED BENEFIT FOR LIBRARY:** My evaluation of this resource’s content and direction is very high and it is cited and/or indexed heavily. Including this tool in our library will, in my assessment, add to the library’s success in fulfilling overall department, faculty, and student needs.
- **PERSONAL AFFILIATION & DISSEMINATION:** I regularly use this resource and will be recommending articles on a regular basis to students and colleagues. The library’s help in providing this material is most appreciated.
- **OTHER:**

---

**TO ORDER:** Please visit our website at [http://litguide.press.jhu.edu/](http://litguide.press.jhu.edu/) or email onlineref@press.jhu.edu.

---
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